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Trading finished an improved last week on a 
very positive note, despite relatively quiet 
trading. In the Atlantic, tighter tonnage 
availability pushed rates for prompt business 
up. EC South was still showing a fairly slow 
pace with rates trending sideways/slightly 
upwards. In the Pacific, the key C5 route 
moved into the upper $10.00 range but China 
trading was on the low-burner due to Covid 
lockdowns. 
As these lockdowns continue, the impact is 
being felt more widely in the East. 
 
   A positive open to the new week, with plenty 
of fresh inquiry on key routes helping lift rates. 
There were rumours of concluded business for 
the Atlantic with fronthaul trips and trans-
Atlantic runs reportedly busier and firmer. In 
the Pacific, the key C5 route saw rates over 
$11.00 fio, which also pushed the trans Pacific 
round voyage rate closer to $20,000 daily. 
   Despite limited gossip the Atlantic basin 
appeared firming. It emerged that ArcelorMittal 
covered last Thursday its April 30-May 9 Port 
Cartier/Qingdao at $31.65 fio. 
Tuesday Pacbulk covered its May 10-16 C17 
loading from Saldanha Bay to Qingdao at 
$19.90 fio. 
   From South Africa Vitol fixed its May 5-15 
coal loading from Richards Bay to Rotterdam at 
$14.50 fio and LSS its May 10-19 coal loading 
from Richards Bay to Gangavaram at $12.00. 
   In the Pacific, it emerged that previous Friday 
FMG covered a May 8-10 Port Hedland to 
Qingdao cargo at $10.80 fio and on Monday a 
May 9/onwards loading on the same route at 
$11.10 fio. It further emerged that Friday last 
Rio Tinto fixed a May 6-8 cargo from Dampier 
at $10.50 fio whilst on Monday the charterer 
was rumoured to have covered at $11.50. 
Tuesday Rio Tinto took two vessels for 5-12 
May loading from Dampier at $11.75 and 
$11.80 and one vessel for May 9-11 at $11.85. 

FMG also fixed a ship from Port Hedland at 
$11.75 on 9-11 May and NYK covered a May 
20-29 cargo at $12.00 fio. In addition, Hyundai 
Glovis agreed $11.80 fio for a May 5-10 loading 
from Port Hedland to Dangjin. KEPCO awarded 
their May 20-29 coal tender from Roberts Bank 
to Boryeong at $18.69 fio and their May 19-28 
coal tender from Ridley also to Boryeong at 
$17.85. 
   Oil futures settled lower April 25 as expanded 
pandemic lockdowns in China dented demand 
outlook. Russia and Ukraine reported new 
damage to oil infrastructure in border regions, 
as fighting continued. Ukraine for the first time 
plans to not use any Russian energy resources, 
including coal, power, natural gas and oil, 
during the next high demand season, energy 
minister said. Exports of Russian crude were 
slowing, but not quite as quickly as was 
originally anticipated when the US and some 
European countries put into place restrictions 
on imports of their petroleum products 
following Russia's invasion of the Ukraine on 
February 24, an analysis from S&P Global 
Commodities Insight showed. US crude stocks 
were expected to see seasonal uptick, but 
strong refinery demand likely blunts build US 
crude oil inventories likely climbed during the 
week ended April 22, analysts said, but strong 
refinery demand likely blunted the seasonal 
build. Valero Energy reported better than 
expected first-quarter earnings of $905 million 
as demand for refined products grows post-
pandemic and refinery rationalizations cut 
supply, boosting cracks for both gasoline and 
diesel, a trend which is expected to continue. 
European refiners are reporting improved 
margins during Q1 and higher rates. Germany's 
use of Russian crude cut sharply: economy 
minister Germany has reduced its use of 
Russian crude oil use since the invasion of 
Ukraine to 12% of its needs from 35%, 
economy minister Robert Habeck said Sanctions 
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on Russian oil, gas may depend on US getting 
domestic policies right: think tank Crude oil 
futures moved higher midday as Chinese 
demand growth concerns eased and focus 
shifted toward potential supply disruptions 
stemming from the war in Ukraine. Russia will 
cut off the gas to Poland and Bulgaria in a 
major escalation in the standoff between 
Moscow and Europe over energy supplies and 
the war in Ukraine. 
 
   Atlantic was busier mid-week, with fresh 
inquiry from Brazil and West Africa. 
Tubarao/Qingdao rates trended sideways in 
steady. Rates improved in the Pacific with the 
key W.Australia/Qingdao route now over 
$12.00 fio. 
   In the Atlantic, Rio Tinto covered its May 17-
22 ore loading from Kamsar to China at $26.90 
fio. Ore&Metal awarded their Saldanha Bay to 
Qingdao tender at $19.40 fio, basis a 1.25% 
total address commission. Earlier Superior 
Ocean fixed its June 11-15 ore loading from 
San Nicolas to Qingdao at $26.50 and Vale its 
May 16-25 180,000 tons 10% ore from Ponta 
da Madeira to Qingdao at $26.50 fio. 
   In Asia there was talk of Libra taking 5 
vessels for their Indonesia/India cargoes in the 
low-mid $11.00 range, however BHP Billiton 
covered their May 11/onwards loading from 
Port Hedland to Qingdao at $12.20 fio. 
Timecharter business heard that a 2008-built 
106,507 dwt mini caper was fixed to an 
unnamed charterer April 29 delivery CJK on a 
trip via EC Australia to Taiwan at $25,000 daily. 
   Crude futures settled higher April 27 amid a 
smaller-than- expected US inventory build and 
continued uncertainty regarding European 
energy supply. Indian refiners, who bought 16 
million barrels of Russian crude in 2021, will 
take delivery of 40 million barrels over May and 
June after values plunged following the invasion 
of Ukraine, trade and industry sources said 
April 27. Crude moved higher on signs Europe 

weaning itself off Russian oil. Germany has 
slashed its dependence on Russian crude to 
12% of its imports from 35% before the 
invasion of Ukraine, economy minister Robert 
Habeck said April 26 as EU officials sought to 
ramp up pressure on Russia by hitting its oil 
export revenues from the region. Commodity 
traders including Trafigura and Vitol have long-
term supply deals in place with Rosneft signed 
before Russia's invasion of Ukraine, and had 
previously said they would halt spot trades of 
Russian oil but continue to honor the contracts. 
 
   The market made something of a reversal in 
the approach to the weekend with rates easing. 
In the Atlantic, C3 Tubarao/Qingdao cargoes 
were fixed in the mid-to-high $24.00 range and 
in the Pacific, the C5 W.Australia/Qingdao route 
dropped slightly, back towards $12.00. Both 
BCI and 5TC lost ground. 
   Atlantic trading reported Oldendorff fixed its 
mid-May Tubarao/Qingdao at $24.80 fio whilst 
Classic Maritime secured $24.50 for their May 
11-20 C3 loading. It further emerged that 
Anglo American awarded their May 9-16 
Saldanha Bay/Qingdao tender at $18.95 fio. 
   In the East, FMG was covered their May 14-
15 loading from Port Hedland to Qingdao at 
$12.00 fio having fixed earlier at $12.30 a May 
12/onwards cargo. There was talk of Rio Tinto 
taking a handful of vessels at $12.00 from 
Dampier with mid-May dates, but no further 
details came to light. 
   Pacific period trading reported that SUEK took 
a 2011-built 173,918 dwt vessel May 20-30 
delivery China for 9-12 months trading at 
$32,000 daily. 
 
   Despite the poor finish of the week, BCI rose 
133 to end on Friday at 2,136 while BCI 5TC 
average gained $1,104 standing now at 
$17,713 daily. 
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Atlantic trading closed previous week down with 
owners and charterers well apart in their ideas. 
A lack of fresh inquiry and our Orthodox Easter 
holidays added further pressure. Some owners 
did concede to find cover, but it was not 
widespread. Trans-Atlantic rounds were trading 
around $27,000 daily. In the Pacific, trading 
remained slow but steady, with much of the 
positive focus found in the northern half. Fresh 
inquiry was heard for NoPac rounds whilst 
Australia/India cargoes also helped the market. 
In the South, there was some competition for 
Indonesian coal cargoes pushing rates down 
with ongoing interest in period fixing. 
 
   A stereotypical Monday, with Orthodox Easter 
impacting trades. Bids were hard to come by, 
and the few available were at much reduced 
levels understandable with little action of note. 
Trading saw declines and charterers appeared 
to be pushing for lower levels, but owners had 
yet to any notable agreements of note. There 
was still some interest in period. 
Tuesday proved another dull day with the 
Atlantic particularly hard hit. In the Pacific, 
NoPac rounds provided some activity, with 
rates holding steady around last dones. 
   In the Atlantic a 2014-built 81,922 dwt 
kamsarmax went to an unnamed charterer April 
23 delivery passing Gibraltar for a trip via the 
US Gulf to the Far East at $40,000 daily. It also 
emerged that a 2015-built 81,498 dwt vessel 
was fixed on Friday to an unnamed charterer 
19 April delivery retro-Paradip for a trip via EC 
South America redelivery Singapore-Japan at 
$30,000 daily. On the same run Oldendorff was 
linked with a 2010-built 74,973 dwt panamax 
May 1-3 delivery Lumut at $26,250 daily. 
Tuesday despite some fresh mineral stems ex 
US East Coast & US Gulf and sustained NC 
South America trans- Atlantic grains, there was 
little change to actual concluded fixtures which 
was fairly flat to a tick softer than last done. EC 
South America remained limited in volume with 
only a handful of charterers bidding, but most 
still holding back and a wide bid/ offer spread. 
A 2016-built 81,886 dwt kamsarmax was 
rumoured fixed to Al Ghurair prompt delivery 
Praia Mole for a trip to the Arabian Gulf at 
$27,500 daily plus an undisclosed ballast 
bonus. 

    
An inverted start the week in the east with 
some fresh NoPac cargoes closer to mid-May 
hitting the market. It was difficult for spot ships 
to secure coverage in the North for prompt 
dates, with a few owners deciding to ballast 
South. We heard an lme offering $22K for 
NoPac round basis delivery Korea vs a bid at 
mid $17K. For the quick CIS round trips rates 
appeared suppressed, with charterers there to 
pay an overaged lme in the $16Ks and owners 
not giving in at such levels. As of Monday cargo 
flow in Indonesia improved, however quite a 
few ships were resisting to fix rates lower since 
last week, hence ship supply was exceeding 
demand. We heard charterers bidding a spot 
kamsarmax in mid China at $21K vs owners 
offering at $25K for a trip back to China. For 
the Indonesia/India round voyage charterers 
were bidding a kamsarmax open Southeast Asia 
at $20K with owners not countering back. The 
cargo count in Australia had also slightly 
improved since last with a small push from 
mineral cargoes for mid-May arrivals, however 
this was not reflected on the hire rates. We 
heard a kamsarmax open Southeast Asia 
offering $26K for trip back to China with the 
charterers bidding at $22Ks, while for 
Ausralia/India a lme open Southeast Asia was 
offering $24K vs bids at $20K. With forecasts of 
Australia grain exports improving this year, it 
was anticipated that sentiment can quickly 
change in the region, with evidence of more 
grain stems appearing ex Australia for mid-May 
dates/onwrds. Otherwise, it emerged that SAIL 
awarded its April 30-May 14 coal tender from 
Hay Point to Visakhapatnam at $27.95 fio. 
The Pacific came under further pressure 
Tuesday, with the South still looking 
oversupplied nearby and the North, despite 
having a healthy cargo count and relatively 
healthy volume, was still fixing below last done. 
Some period enquiry remained, however the 
market there will need a helping hand from EC 
South America soon in order to alleviate some 
pressure from the South. RGL fixed a 2012-
built 81,291 dwt kamsarmax April 29 delivery 
Longkou for a trip via NoPac with redelivery 
Singapore/Japan at about $22,250 daily. 
KEPCO awarded its May 15-24 coal tender from 
Roberts Bank to Goseong at $24.90 fio and its 

PANAMAX  
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Tarakan/Boryeong May 7-16 coal tender at 
$11.44. 
   In Pacific period business, a 2020-built 
80,840 dwt kamsarmax fixed on Monday an 
undisclosed charterer May 25-June 10 delivery 
China for 5-7 months trading at $30,000 daily. 
 
   Mid-week in the Atlantic the market felt like it 
was correcting following the negative outlook of 
the Pacific. Some fresh minerals in the North 
did not really manage to maintain rates 
positive, with a kamsarmax open on the 
Continent holding a bid at just under $35K for a 
trip out. Demand for trans-Atlantic cargo was 
still there mainly now for end May leaving the 
prompt ships with fewer options. For EC South 
America fronthaul owners appeared more keen 
to conclude on slightly discounted numbers for 
late April arrivals. We heard a kamsarmax 
ballasting ex India offering at $29K vs best bid 
in at $26K. Another kamsarmax open in 
Singapore was holding $24K vs owners at 
$28K. 
   There was a lack of optimism in the Pacific 
Wednesday, with a further drawdown in rates. 
Bids had been reduced significantly with 
charterers bidding a kamsarmax open North 
China at low $21K-22K. There was still a 
sentiment of a suppressed market as cargo 
volume was still healthy. Owners willing to fix 
prompt ships were entertaining such levels 
whilst others had commenced ballasting 
southbound. A lme held for quick CIS trips a bid 
at $15K with owners unwilling to conclude at 
such levels. Last dones in Indonesia were close 
to mid-teens with charterers putting further 
pressure as tonnage list was still long. We 
heard a lme trading for Indonesia/India at $14K 
while for Indonesia/China a kamsarmax open in 
Southeast Asia was still offering $20K vs a bid 
at $16K. Activity in Australia had also paced 
down, with vessels under pressure to execute 
close to last dones, despite fresh grain stems 
for mid-May onwards. For Australia/Japan a 
post panamax was holding $19K basis delivery 
North China with owners offering $24K. For 2/3 
short legs Chinese were bidding a kamsarmax 
open in mid-China at $17K, trying to capitalize 
market tanking, with owners countering in the 
$19Ks. South Pacific was lacking balance and 
with recent lockdowns in China commodities' 
prices were pledging, with analysts further 
forecasting a slowdown in economic growth due 
to these unforeseen events. 

Thursday's trading was active with various 
holidays approaching. The Atlantic returned 
mixed views with some citing some early 
tonnage still under pinning rates, whilst others 
felt there was sufficient support and marginally 
higher bids for some routes. Asia witnessed 
some better action too, but rates appeared flat 
to softer despite some solid grain enquiry ex 
Australia. Pressure continues to build in the 
south with limited coal ex Indonesia and 
insufficient enquiry ex EC South America with 
rates appearing weaker. Overall, the BPI 5 
timecharter average returned a small increase 
of $89 to publish at $26,228. Panamaxes saw a 
good level of reported activity today, largely 
from the Pacific basin. Atlantic trading was 
limited with shorter tonnage lists helping keep 
rates steady. The slow pace of inquiry from 
East Coast South America continued, leaving 
potential ballasters on the hook. In the Pacific, 
the market appeared to have peaked, with 
rates trending sideways/slightly off last dones. 
Easy tonnage availability and fewer Indonesian 
coal cargoes pressured rates. The renewed 
quoting of Australian grain cargoes was not 
enough to offset this. 
   Out of the Atlantic, Cargill was linked with a 
2019-built 81,138 dwt kamsarmax April 29-30 
delivery Rotterdam for a trip via the US Gulf to 
China at $37,000 daily. The charterer also took 
a 2006-built 75,621 dwt panama May 1-5 
delivery Gibraltar for a trip via NC South 
America to Skaw-Barcelona range at $27,000 
daily. An unnamed charterer fixed a 2010-built 
82,181 dwt kamsarmax at $27,000 daily April 
14 delivery retro-sailing Haldia for a trip via EC 
South America to the Far East. Thursday 
Ultrabulk fixed a 2017-built 81,704 dwt 
kamsarmax prompt delivery Liverpool for a trip 
via the US Gulf with wood pellets to the 
Continent at $30,500 daily. Comerge fixed a 
2012-built 81,354 dwt kamsarmax April 18 
delivery retro-sailing PMO on a trip via EC 
South America redelivery Singapore-Japan at 
$27,700 daily. In addition, a 2009-built 83,651 
dwt kamsarmax was reportedly fixed April 19 
delivery retro- sailing Navlakhi for a trip via EC 
South America redelivery Singapore/Japan 
range at $28,000 daily and a 2005-built 76,838 
dwt panamax was reported fixed to an 
unnamed charterer April 26 delivery retro-
sailing Singapore on the same route at $26,000 
daily, although this was probably done much 
earlier. Voyage activity heard a second-half 
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May grain loading from Santos to China done at 
$67.00 fio. 
   In the Pacific, a 2011-built 75,971 dwt 
panamax went to Cofco Agri for April 30-May 2 
delivery Kwangyang for a NoPac round at 
$21,250 daily. A 2000-built 88,222 dwt vessel 
was fixed April 26 delivery Boryeong for a trip 
via Indonesia to India at $19,000 daily. Raffles 
took a 2007-built 76,499 dwt panamax April 25 
delivery passing Ho Ping for a trip via Indonesia 
redelivery Malaysia at $14,500 daily. Pacific 
voyages reported SAIL awarded its May 11-20 
coal tender from EC Australia to Visakhapatnam 
at $27.75 fio and their May 12-21 Hay 
Point/Visakhapatnam coal tender at $27.55. 
Finally SAIL awarded its May 20-29 tender on 
the same route at $27.40 fio. 
Thursday a 2017-built 81,334 dwt was fixed to 
Al Ghurair May 1-5 delivery CJK on a trip via 
Australia redelivery in the Arabian Gulf at 
$25,000 daily. Al Ghurair also fixed a 2012-
built 81,290 dwt kamsarmax or April 30 
delivery Ningbo for a trip via Australia to the 
Red Sea at $23,000 daily. A 2014-built 77,211 
dwt panamax reportedly agreed $24,500 daily 
April 30 delivery Manila for a trip via Australia 
to China. Pacific Basin also took a 2008-built 
77,283 dwt vessel May 2-3 delivery Yokkaichi 
for a trip via Australia redelivery China at $23, 
000 daily. Comerge was linked with a 2017-
built 81,278 dwt kamsarmax April 28 delivery 
Rizhao for a NoPac round at $22,250 daily. On 
the same run a 2015-built 81,161 dwt vessel 
went to Oldendorff April 30 delivery Longkou at 
$22,000 daily and Louis Dreyfus was linked 
with a 2004-built 75,707 dwt scrubber-fitted 
panamax April 26 retro-sailing at $20,500 daily. 
The scrubber benefit will be to the Owner's 
account. From Indonesia an undisclosed 
charterer foxed a 2012-built 81,586 dwt 
kamsarmax at $19,500 daily for May 7-12 
delivery Kaohsiung for a trip via Indonesia to 

the Philippines and a 2013-built 81,687 dwt 
kamsarmax went April 28 delivery Lumut for a 
trip Indonesia to the Philippines at $18,500 
daily. No word yet on the charterer involved. 
Also, Phaethon booked a 2001-built 75,921 dwt 
panama April 27 delivery Qinzhou on a trip via 
Indonesia to India at $16,000 daily. Voyages in 
the Pacific KEPCO awarding its coal tender from 
Taboneo to Goseong at $11.77 fio and its May 
6-15 coal tender from Semirara to Goseong at 
$11.95. 
 
   Friday in the in the Atlantic a 2010-built 
93,048/10 post panama prompt Rotterdam was 
fixed for a trip via US Gulf & Arabian Gulf 
redelivery Muscat at $36,000 daily with the 
scrubber benefit to Owners and Olam fixed a 
2006-built 82,221 dwt kamsarmax delivery 
retro Haldia 11 April for a trip via EC South 
America redelivery Singapore-Japan at $27,000 
daily. 
   In the Pacific a 2014 82,566 kamsarmax was 
taken delivery Nagasaki 27-28 April for a trip 
via EC Australia redelivry India at $25,000 daily 
whilst Cofco fixed 2021-built 81,793 dwt vessel 
CJK 1 May for a NoPac round at $24,750 daily 
and a 2018-built 82,052 kamsarmax delivery 
Chiwan 28 April for a trip via Australia to China 
at $24,000 daily. 
 
   The week came to an end with less spot 
activity but with the feeling that the market will 
see some improvement next week as cargo 
count is improving. There remains optimism 
that the market could easily turn on the right 
fixture. 
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EAST COAST SOUTH AMERICA / WEST AFRICA 
 
Another dull week, comes to an end with few 
reported fixtures indicating market’s tendency 
which maintained throughout the week 
according to the BDI. Supramaxes in West 
Africa seeing low/mid 30ies for to 
Continent/Baltic. Handy size vessels, in Ecsa 
seeing high 30ies for trips to Black Sea / East 

Med range and low/mid 30ies for trips to 
Continent/Baltic, whilst the short period rates 
were around low 30ies basis redelivery 
worldwide. Trips to WCSA paying low 50ies for 
a typical 38,000- dwt lady, while coastal trips 
were around mid 40ies. 

 
MEDITERRANEAN/ CONTINENT / BLACK SEA   
 
 Although sentiment remained positive in most 
areas, in Continent and Mediterranean things 
were mostly flat. The Orthodox Easter holidays 
impacted activity and upcoming widespread 
long weekend limited fresh cargoes. 
In Mediterranean now that the grains ex Black 
Sea are muted, the usual intermed trip pays 
around $19/20,000 and similar levels maybe a 
tick more if dirty cargo a nice 37,000-dwt could 
aspire  for trip to Continent. Backhauls to 
USG/ECSA are at around $17/18,000/day. 
From the supramax sector a 57,000-dwt was 
heard fixed delivery Alexandria for a cement 
run to the US Gulf at $25,000. As far the 
fronthauls trips to the pacific rates were around 
low -mid 20's.On the period font although 
nothing was reported a nice 58dwt could see 
mid 20's. 
Continent showed signs of weakening, as many 
 

 
Owners didn’t cover their vessels and tonnage 
prompt list became bigger. As far the 
handysize, a 28,000-dwt open Rotterdam was 
fixed for a trip to the Eastern Mediterranean 
with an intended cargo of scrap at $20,500. A 
33,000-dwt was fixed basis delivery Rouen for 
a trip to Algeria with an intended cargo of 
wheat at $24,500 for the usual grain run. 
Finally, a 37,000-dwt was fixed basis delivery 
Sunndalsora trip via the Continent redelivery 
East Coast Mexico at $24,000 for the first 40 
days and $27,000 balance. 
Unchanged was mostly the situation in 
supramax sector from previous week. A 
57,000-dwt open Teesport was heard to have 
been placed on subjects for a trip to EC South 
America in the low $20,000s and tick more was 
paying the scrap cargoes to east 
Mediterranean. 
 

 
FAR EAST/ INDIA 
 
(**Below info on the basis of an average 
58,000-dwt vessel basis our views/feeling/ 
information on the market) 
 
A flat week for the supramax segment in 
Indian/Pacific oceans is coming to an end – a 
worse Indonesia/Far East market has been 
getting balanced by a hotter Persian Gulf/South 
Africa market and as a result market’s 
sentiment remained almost unchanged. A 
decent 58,000-dwt could achieve around 
$31,000/32,000 basis Philippines for a coal 
shipment back to India while Australia rounds 
have been moving closer to $26,000/27,000 
levels this week. Persian Gulf has been paying 

around $37,000/38,000 basis Fujairah for 
aggregates to Bangladesh while coastal 
shipments via East Coast India back to WCI 
have been moving closer to $23,000/24,000 
levels. South Africa levels improved as well, 
fluctuating around $26,000 plus $600,000 afsps 
Richards Bay for coal to Pakistan or more like 
$27,000 plus $700,000 passing Durban for 
manganese ore to Far East.  
 
On the period front, a decent 58 could aspire 
towards $30,000/31,000 for 4/6 months basis 
Far East or closer to $33,000/34,000 if basis 
Pakistan, depending on flexibility offered. 

  

SUPRAMAX – HANDYMAX - HANDYSIZE  
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This report is performed to the best of our knowledge based on the market conditions prevailing at the time mentioned. The report relates solely to the date/place 
referred to and we emphasize that it is a statement of information collected from various market sources. All particulars above are from information given to us and such 
information as we have been able to obtain from relevant references in our possession but we can accept no responsibility and we bear no liability for any loss or damage 
incurred to any persons acting upon this report. 
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The week started volatile for cape and softer for 
panamax, next day cape continued with the ups 
and downs and panamax was overall cautious 
and traded in a tight range. Mid of the week 
cape traded range about and panamax slowly 

picked up. Thursday cape was active and 
steady and panamax started softer but soon 
pushed upwards. Week ended active and with 
healthy volume. 
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